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In the focus of our study are the noncovalent bonds, B···E, in which E-atom = P,
As, S, Se Cl, Br, delivers the electrophilic site, and the possible nucleophilic Bmolecule = NH3, H2O, HCN. We aimed to disclose the quantitative common trends of
electronic properties for noncovalent bonds B···E formed by the halogen, chalcogen,
pnictogen atoms in molecular complexes. The values of potential, v(rb), and kinetic,
g(rb), electronic energy densities at the bond critical points and the behavior of
electrostatic potential, ESP(r), and potential acting on an electron in a molecule,[1,2]
PAEM(r), along the bond lines were analyzed.
Parameters of relationships Еint = а0+а1P(rb) with the best correlation coefficients
between the local property P(rb) and the binding energy Ebind=EBE–(EE+EB) (PBE0/augcc-pVDZ) for series of molecular complexes were compared. It was established that for
fixed B-molecule, the highest R2 are observed for Eint vs ESP(rb) or Eint vs PAEM(rb)
relationships; for fixed E-atom the best models are Eint vs V(rb) or Eint vs G(rb). The
results are summarized below.

The electronic criterion [3] for categorizing the halogen, chalcogen, pnictogen bonds was
formulated: minimum of ESP(r) is always located at the side of atom that donates
electrons; the minimum of ρ(r) is closer to the atom that delivers its electrophilic site
and prescribes the name of bonding.
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